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					Explore more from Booz Allen Hamilton on the future of AI About the speakers Alison Smith, Director of Generative AI,...                
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					Few technological advances have generated as much excitement as AI. In particular, generative AI seems to have taken business discourse...                
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					Risk is all about context Risk is all about context. In fact, one of the biggest risks is failing to...                
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					But Tudorache’s interest in AI started much earlier, in 2015. He says reading Nick Bostrom’s book Superintelligence, which explores how...                
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					Andy: Yeah, it’s a great question. I think today artificial intelligence is certainly capturing all of the buzz, but what...                
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					Reben is OpenAI’s first artist in residence. Officially, the appointment started in January and lasts three months. But Reben’s relationship...                
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					AI language models work by predicting the next likely word in a sentence, generating one word at a time on...                
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					Sometimes the camera angle is different or the objects in the shot have moved, says Stevenson. Hallucination is still a...                
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					We’re not there quite yet. A big problem with generative video is the lack of control users have over the...                
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					Here’s an inside look into ASML’s factory and how it managed to dominate advanced chipmaking. (MIT Technology Review) 2. Hong...                
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